Complex fuzzy systems exist in many applications and effective visualisation is required to gain insights in the nature and working of these systems, especially in the implication of impreciseness, its propagation and impacts on the quality and reliability of the outcomes. This paper presents a design of a visualisation system based on multi-agent approach with the aim to facilitate the organisation and flow of complex tasks, their inter-relationships and their interactions with users. This design extends our previous work on the analysis of the fundamental ontologies which underpin the structure and requirements of fuzzy systems.
Introduction
Many real world problems can be represented as complex fuzzy systems which may involve a large amount of fuzzy data, fuzzy variables and fuzzy relationships. Fuzzy logic has been used extensively to model these systems in many application areas, ranging from engineering, science, medicine to environmental planning and social sciences [21] .
While mathematical models are based on algebraic operations (equations, integrals), logic models rely on logic-type connectives (and, or, if-then) , often with linguistic parameters, which give rise to rule-based and knowledge-based systems. Fuzzy logic models can combine both of these types of modelling via the fuzzification of algebraic and logical operations [1] . There are three common classes of fuzzy logic models: information processing model which describes probabilistic relationship between sets of inputs and outputs; control models which control the operations of systems governed by many fuzzy parameters; and decision models which model human behaviour by incorporating subjective knowledge and needs, using decision variables [6] .
For some applications, fuzzy systems often perform better than traditional systems because of their capability to deal with non-linearity and uncertainty. The main reason is that while traditional systems make precise decisions at every stage, fuzzy systems retain the information about uncertainty as long as possible and only draw a crisp decision at the last stage. Another advantage is that linguistic rules, when used in fuzzy systems, would not only make tools more intuitive, but also provide better understanding and appreciation of the outcomes. However, the complexity arisen from information uncertainty makes it more difficult for human to understand the way these systems work, especially how to interpret the implication of the impreciseness of each variable on its interaction with other variables, and how the propagation of such impreciseness affect the level of confidence in the outcomes at every stage. This understanding is required not only by the users of these systems, but also by their designers who seek for ways to optimise the systems. It would be beneficial, therefore, to be able to visualise these effects.
Visualisation has been used extensively during the last decade, but the bulk of research work has been focused on those systems which involve crisp data and crisp relationships. A few current approaches have some limitations due to either their ad hoc nature, or their ability to deal with only a specific aspect of the problem of visualisation of fuzzy systems [2, 4, 5, 12, 11, 15, 16] . In addition, visualisation methods are often focused on data sets and only loosely coupled with the analytical process. It is left to users to decide how they deploy those visualisation tools provided. For an inexperienced user, this might mean many trialand-error attempts to determine how best to obtain insight into specific tasks. The usefulness of a visualisation system would therefore be enhanced if it is driven primarily by those tasks that need to be performed, and not by data sets because such a system would link more tightly with the analytical process which underpins human understanding and decision making. Another aspect needs to be considered is how to cater for different types of users. The needs of users of a fuzzy system are very different from those who design such a system, or from those who design the visualisation system.
In a previous paper [3] , we presented a thorough analysis on visualisation requirements for fuzzy systems by investigating the fundamental ontologies which underpin the structure and requirements of these systems. Multi-agent approach has been increasingly adopted for application domains because it provides an effective way to coordinate activities and their interactions in a complex system to satisfy some common goals. This paper focuses on the design of a multi-agent based visualisation framework with the aim to facilitate the organisation and flow of complex tasks, their inter-relationships and their interactions with users. An agent in our context is a computer program that can gather data about the environment, interpret the data and modify its behaviour to reflect the requirements of the environment. These capabilities are essential to satisfy the requirements of our visualization system Section 2 discusses briefly the characteristics of fuzzy systems and their visualisation requirements. Section 3 provides the motivations behind the multi-agent approach and an overview of the system. Subsequent sections present the structure and activities of each of these agent classes, and plan for their implementation.
Fuzzy Systems and their Visualisation Requirements
To design an effective generic framework for visualization of fuzzy systems, we need to understand their essence: what are they composed of, how things are related to each other, what activities are being performed, and who are the main users of these systems. To facilitate the understanding of the rest of this paper, we briefly describe these requirements here. More detailed analysis on these requirements was presented in [3] .
A typical fuzzy system consists of 6 main components: entities, data objects, relationships, events, tasks and outcomes. The entities include both physical (e.g. machines, workers) and abstract (e.g. returns of investment). Data objects may be represented in different forms: numerical, symbolic (e.g. rules), visual (e.g. diagrams, images) or audio. Relationships which underpin the working of a fuzzy system can be classified into five categories: data-data, data-task, data-user, task-task, and user-user. Each of these categories needs to be examined carefully in order to find appropriate visualization methods to facilitate the understanding of these relationships. Events change the system state and exert influence on the system performance, hence it is crucial to note and record them. Events may be pre-scheduled, or may occur as a result of another event, or of user's interaction. To distinguish the level of complexity of tasks, they can be grouped into low-level and high-level tasks. The former includes the computation of numerical data, degree of fuzziness and the operation of fuzzy rules. The latter covers the detection of unusual patterns, data mining, learning process, optimization and prediction. The outcomes of a fuzzy system include not only the values of state variables, but also the level of acceptance of quality, degree of confidence, and degree of impreciseness of the outcomes.
We wish to examine the visualization requirements for fuzzy systems from user-and task-oriented points of view, so that a user is allowed to interact and select what to visualize and how to do it on the fly. Thus, visualization should be interwoven with the tasks being performed to provide more insights to users and to improve their decision making process. It is also necessary to distinguish three main types of users and their different needs. The users of fuzzy systems wish to be able to interpret data and its salient characteristics, to understand the implication of each decision by setting up 'what-if' scenarios, and to adapt the system to their individual needs and preferences. The designers of fuzzy systems, on the other hand, require information on the internal structures of these systems for planning, verification and analysis. They also seek for conditions under which optimal solutions are obtained at each stage. The designers of visualization systems wish to understand how users make use of visualization techniques and the effectiveness of these techniques with the intention to identify drawbacks and to find ways to continuously improve the systems. In addition to some specific requirements by these three types of user, there are some common requirements that could be exploited in order to design an effective generic visualization framework. We categorise four main types of visualization tasks:
• Interactive exploration to provide insights into: the degree of uncertainty of each variable and its effects on each task; the inter-dependency of two or more fuzzy variables or fuzzy rules; and the effects of different operations performed on fuzzy rules.
• Automatic computer-supported exploration to automatically highlight salient characteristics and unusual results; to display and compare alternatives (e.g. using statistical analysis); to optimize tasks under specified constraints; and to support batch processing of tasks via scripting or visual languages.
• Capturing feedback from users such as instructions on tasks; input parameters, variables, constraints; users' preferences, judgements and desired degree of fulfillment of outcomes in qualitative forms.
• Capturing users' profiles and adaptation in order to re-organise data and re-prioritise tasks to suit; and to automatically provide tasks and data according detected patterns.
A Multi-agent Visualisation Framework
Our aim is to design a systematic framework based on a high level of abstraction, where visualisation is driven by users' needs which in turn are driven by application tasks and personal view points. Search and navigation methods and tools should be context-sensitive and should operate only on relevant information space. Thus, data should be organised according to task requirements to ensure efficiency.
To this end, we propose a visualisation framework based on 5 classes of agents: control agent, computation agent, symbolic agent, visualisation agent and profile agent. Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of the system architecture.
The control agent receives users' input which includes specifications, queries and parameters. Based on such input, this agent distributes tasks to appropriate agents. It also receives results and demands from other agents when a task is completed or when further information is needed. Another duty for this agent is to generate new tasks if required based on the results sent by other agents. The control agent may be viewed as a representative of the user in an automatic mode. In our model, the user can be included in the loop and allowed to intercept the control agent in order to give different instructions if desired. The user can also intercept other agent to select different methods for performing an operation instead of the default ones built in the system . The computation agent performs all numerical computation required by the system (e.g. statistics, probabilistic calculus, rough set operations, fuzzy set operations). It receives instructions from both the control agent and the visualisation agent. The symbolic agent makes use of the knowledge base to performs rule inferencing. It receives instructions from both the control agent and the visualisation agent. The visualisation agent receives instructions from the control agent and request information from the computation agent and rule agent in order to select appropriate visualisation techniques to provide displays. The results of the display then trigger the control agent or the user to issue another task. Another cycle then continues.
The profile agent records the pattern of the user's behaviour in terms of the selection of tasks, visualisation techniques, numerical methods or inference rules. Based on this information, the profile agent then modify the instructions issued by the control agent (e.g. re-prioritise tasks, change preferences, modes of display, etc.).
The following subsections show, using an object-based paradigm, the general methods and variables within the agents as a specification of their functionality. It should be noted that these different agents run as different threads within the memory space of the visualization system, and so can interact with each other, while still allowing the user to interrupt the process to enforce new queries or parameters on the visualization.
Control Agent
The control agent maintains a list of the other agent instantiations within the system and thus is able to control the flow of data around the agent-based visualisation system. It is an essentially autonomous agent.
Instance Variables Description
AgentArray List of instantiated agents. The main tasks of the control agent are to process user events, distribute tasks to other agents and to process agent results and demands. Therefore it communicates with the Profile, Computation, Visualisation and Symbolic Agents. It is a form of automatic user within the system. However, the user can override its tasks through the ProcessUserEvent method.
Method Name Description Inputs Outputs
ProcessUserEvent Processes events generated by the user and other agents in the system. 
Specifications-Choice

Computation Agent
The main data stored by this agent includes the data to be visualised within the system, and a complete list of operations that can be performed by the computation agent. It is not an autonomous agent, as it is entirely controlled by the visualisation and control agents.
Instance Variables Description
FuzzData Memory set aside for computational tasks.
DataOps
Array of functions to be applied to data.
The computation agent processes the data upon requests from the control and or visualisation agent-for example, statistics, probabilistic calculus, rough set operations, fuzzy set operations, etc.
Method Name Description Inputs Outputs
ProcessData Processes the data according to user specifications or agent specifications in the parameters.
DataOpID-ID number of computation to enforce on data. ProcessParametersparameters for computation, including data to load.
ProcessResultsresults of computations.
Symbolic Agent
This agent is the interface to the knowledge database for the visualization system. It is used by the control agent and the visualization agent. It is not autonomous, as it simply provides a front end query interface to the knowledge database.
Instance Variables Description
KnowledgeBase Rule base used to infer appropriate actions upon data, or appropriate visualisation methods.
The main function of the symbolic agent is to process queries directed at the knowledge database. This database contains knowledge of appropriate visualisation techniques for the fuzzy data. Thus, the agent returns the appropriate information about techniques, parameters to use etc., as responses to queries from the control and visualisation agents.
Method Name Description Inputs Outputs
ProcessQuery A query is made upon the knowledge base within the symbolic agent and it then returns inferences for the other agent to enact within the visualisation task.
AgentID-ID number of agent seeking inference from knowledge base. QueryParametersparameters for the knowledge base query.
QueryResultsresults returned from knowledge base query.
Visualization Agent
The visualization agent handles the graphical rendering of data to the output device. This agent draws direction from the symbolic agent, and is able to thus recommend a visualisation technique automatically, based upon the qualities inherent in the data. The data is received from querying the computational agent, which is directed by the visualisation agent to provide the data in a valid format for the visualisation technique.
Instance Variables Description
VisOps List of possible visualisation techniques to apply to data.
There is only one major function listed, as the visualisation agent is fairly autonomous in its ability to organise a visualisation of data. Any information required for the visualisation is queried from the computational and symbolic agents, by using their querying methods. The control agent can, at the behest of the user, override the visualisation agent by making a call to the VisualiseData method.
Method Name Description Inputs Outputs
VisualiseData Produces a visualization of the data passed in to this function.
VisOpID-ID number of visualization technique to use.
VisParametersparameters for chosen visualization technique including the data to visualise.
VisResults-results
of visualisation in form of image or movie.
As an example, we trace the execution of the visualization of the Iris data shown in a previous paper, which is a commonly used test data set for classification algorithms. The classification is done based on a training set of 75 plants, 11 fuzzy rules, 4 features (sepal length, sepal width, petal length and petal width) and 3 classes. In this case the user commences the system and inputs the Iris data file as the beginning of the visualization. The control agent then commences the dialog by noting the multidimensional nature of the data to be visualized. Information about the nature of the visualization is elicited from the user, who specifies a visualization for rule culling purposes. The control agent then passes this information onto the visualization agent. The visualization agent then queries the symbolic agent for suggested visualization techniques. The symbolic agent replies with a suggestion of using the parallel coordinate visualization technique as shown in Fig. 2 [2] . In this method, n Cartesian coordinates are mapped into n parallel coordinates, and an ndimensional point becomes a series of (n-1) lines connecting the values on n parallel axes. The visualization agent then requests the fuzzy data in an appropriate format for the parallel coordinate technique. Therefore, the visualization agent commences the rendering of the 2D parallel coordinate visualisation. However, the user requires a 3D version of the visualization, and chooses this using the appropriate menu options.
The control agent at this stage interrupts the visualization agent thread, and then enforces a 3D parallel coordinate visualization, as shown in Fig. 5 . This is then rendered by the visualisation agent, whereupon control is given back to the user to interact with the visualization. This process is then repeated until termination by the user. Illustration of 2D method developed by Hall and Berthold, for representing multidimensional fuzzy rules using fuzzy parallel coordinates [11] . Two rules are illustrated from their Iris data example.
Visual Features
In previous work we have analysed in detail the mapping of various visual features to visualisation of fuzzy logic information [3] . In this section, we summarise some of the most importance features and show examples of their mappings to visualisation tasks. Hue is heavily used to highlight data that is different, or to represent gradients in the data [13] [19] . It can be used in a number of ways to represent fuzzy scalar data via variation of the saturation. The more saturated the hue, the more certain or crisp the value contained in that region is [12] . The number of hue groups used in the mapping of values (cardinality) can indicate the level of precision in the values. The less precise solution has fewer variations in hue values, while a more precise solution has a smoother shaded appearance.
For fuzzy data, it can also be used to categorise the membership of a particular data point. In the example in Fig. 3 , we see that the membership of different fuzzy terms can be illustrated by different hues. The region where the colours overlap indicates intuitively the location where these membership functions share areas of the domain. Luminance may be used to signify categories and highlight differences within scalar data. The cardinality of the luminance feature can be varied to show the precision of the data in a similar manner to the cardinality of the hue space. Luminance can also be used to directly indicate the Degree of Fulfilment (DOF) value for a single membership function. In the example below, the intensity represents the DOF value for a fuzzy function of the term Hot. The regions with the highest intensity indicate where the term Hot has its highest DOF value.
The size of objects can be used to indicate the scalar component of vector information. An example of this is the variation of the size of error bars within to indicate the imprecision of the data point [19] . Transparency can be used to show underlying structure, but in this context can be used to show the fuzziness of the data by mapping the possibility of the fuzzy variable to the transparency. Texture may be applied to objects to indicate the level of precision, ambiguity or fuzziness in the spatial location upon an object or upon a spatial location. Both glyphs and icons can create a problem and a possibility, as they allow the representation of data using an object or shape etc. This leaves an unending list of possible glyphs to use with regards to visualisation of fuzzy information. Particles could be used to represent the fuzziness of a region or an object by varying the space between them, and the colour of the particles themselves (refer to Fig. 4) . Blurring or depth of field effects from spatial frequency components being removed in the image plane can be used to show the indistinct nature of data points [9] .
Higher Spatial Representations
The visual features listed above are usually spatially arranged to form a coherent display in graphic forms, which enable the perception of various patterns in the data. We can combine the use of such visual features for denoting the imprecision in data with a number of common representation methods employed to display spatial data in higher dimensions: 2D, 3D, parametric, dynamic, metaphors and multimedia sensors. These methods have already been discussed in [3] and are not repeated here. Instead, we now discuss ways by which we can improve the visualization method provide by [2] by using parallel coordinates. They used the thickness or grey intensity of lines to indicate the fuzziness of points.
One drawback is that it is difficult to visually distinguish fine grades of grey level on single lines. Another drawback is that it is not possible to perceive the core and support of a fuzzy set simultaneously. One way of addressing these drawbacks is to use a 3D representation where the parallel coordinates are displayed on x-y plane, and the fuzzy set membership functions are displayed in z-coordinate (Fig.5) . Different alpha-cuts of fuzzy rules can be identified by applying horizontal cutting planes. The separation of classes based on the confidence of decision can be highlighted by using filled polygons with texture (Fig.6) 
Profile Agent
This agent records a user's profile in various ways: patterns of tasks performed; patterns of usage of data and operations applied on fuzzy rules; specific types of constraints; desired degree of fulfillment of outcomes; and choice of visualization techniques. By communicating with both the user and the Control Agent, the Profile Agent uses these detected patterns to issue instructions to re-organise data and reprioritise tasks. It also automatically offers choice of operations on fuzzy rules and degree of fulfillment of outcomes. Alternative visualization techniques can also be suggested. Such adaptation would allow a user to gradually customize the visualization system to his or her own application and subjective preferences. This would also remove the tedium of having to go through a fixed pattern of steps which might not be relevant to one's specific task, as often offered by a hard-wired visualization system.
Conclusion and Future Work
We have discussed the motivations behind the use of a multi-agent approach to develop a framework for visualization of fuzzy systems which is user-and task-oriented. This framework is based on our design of fundamental ontologies underlying the structure and requirements of these systems. We have also presented the structure and activities of these agent classes and how they would be implemented. A case study has been investigated to provide visualization support for a fuzzy model which had been developed to predict electricity spot prices [3] . We are continuing to implement agent classes to extend fully their capabilities and to evaluate this framework using further case studies of fuzzy systems for different applications.
